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Validating Data Quality Actions in Scoring Processes 1
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3

Data quality has gained momentum among organizations upon the realization that poor data quality might 4
cause failures and/or inefficiencies, thus compromising business processes and application results. However, 5
enterprises often adopt data quality assessment and improvement methods based on practical and empirical 6
approaches without conducting a rigorous analysis of the data quality issues and outcome of the enacted data 7
quality improvement practices. In particular, data quality management, especially the identification of theQ1 8
data quality dimensions to be monitored and improved, is performed by knowledge workers with potentially 9
limited skills and experience. Control methods are therefore designed on the basis of expected and evident 10
quality problems; thus, these methods may not be effective in dealing with unknown and/or unexpected 11
problems. This article aims to provide a methodology, based on fault injection, for validating the data quality 12
actions used by organizations. We show how it is possible to check whether the adopted techniques properly 13
monitor the real issues that may damage business processes. At this stage, we focus on scoring processes, i.e., 14
those in which the output represents the evaluation or ranking of a specific object. We show the effectiveness 15
of our proposal by means of a case study in the financial risk management area.
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24
1 INTRODUCTION 25
Issues related to Data Quality (DQ) often have negative repercussions on business processes. In 26
fact, their effects may result in economic and efficiency losses at both operational and strategic 27
levels. According to the Garbage In Garbage Out (GIGO) concept, poor-quality output data can be 28
caused by poor-quality input data but also by poor-quality data processing. Therefore, in order to 29
address poor-quality data issues, controls on the input data and in-process data are needed. The 30
former controls aim to ensure that input data are adequate for starting the process activities. The 31
latter have the goal of assessing whether the data manipulated and generated by the process are 32
characterized by a sufficient quality level. 33

In general, several dimensions are considered for quality evaluation and have been widely 34
studied in the literature; most of the proposed assessment algorithms are characterized by a 35
subjective nature (Batini and Scannapieco 2016; Kritikos et al. 2013). Data Quality Controls (DQC) 36
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can be performed by adding monitoring activities to the process to evaluate the traditional DQ37
dimensions and measures (e.g., Pipino et al. (2002) and Wang and Strong (1996)) and to take action38
if the quality level is not acceptable for the process. The design of quality controls for assessing39
and monitoring DQ levels is up to knowledge workers who, on the basis of their background and40
experience, identify the DQ dimensions to consider. These evaluations are often biased, however,41
since some details on processing activities may be unknown to the knowledge workers, in partic-42
ular in large and complex processes. Thus, they could overestimate or underestimate the quality43
values and relative importance of data quality dimensions on the process outcome. Currently, to44
the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic methodology for the validation of DQ assessment45
techniques in the literature. As a result, objective criteria are needed to establish whether such46
assessment techniques properly monitor real issues that could affect business processes.47

The goal of this article is to propose a methodologyn Data Quality Validation Methodology48
(DQVM), as a systematic approach based on objective and experimental results to evaluate the49
consequences of poor data quality and related DQ actions on the outcome of the processes. DQVM50
proposes a set of steps to analyze the effects of faults, introducing them systematically in the pro-51
cess using fault injection. The goal is to systematically assess the impact of data quality faults in52
the process outcome: we validate the relevance degree assigned to monitored DQ dimensions, the53
effectiveness of DQ actions, and the impact of poor data quality items on the process behavior.54

We tested the methodology on a specific type of processes with outcome, named scoring pro-55
cesses, in which the goal is to provide an assessment (e.g., a ranking or a rating) of a given object56
based on a given number of inputs and information sources and given evaluation rules. This type57
of process is common in many business areas—in particular, in the financial domain—in which the58
institutions are particularly keen on controlling the quality of used data and evaluating the quality59
of the obtained results.60

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes DQ issues in business processes and61
related work. Section 3 describes the characteristics and requirements for data quality in scoring62
processes and introduces a running example that we use to explain the different methodological63
steps. Sections 4 and 5 present the different phases of the DQVM methodology. The application64
of the methodology to a case study in the financial risk management sector is presented in65
Section 6. Our conclusions are presented in Section 7.66

2 RELATED WORK67
Data quality is becoming increasingly more important within business contexts. This is due to68
the fact that the amount of information that organizations have to manage is steadily increas-69
ing. However, such data are often not characterized by an appropriate level of quality. In general,70
problems related to DQ can originate in different causes (Strong et al. 1997a), such as multiple71
and contradicting sources, loss of data caused by systemic errors in the data-generation process,72
difficulty in accessing information in a reasonable time due to volumes of stored data that are73
too large, and workarounds (Schmidt et al. 2016), e.g., postfactum information changes and ficti-74
tious entity instances in databases. In order to address such issues, it is necessary to evaluate the75
quality of available information and define appropriate improvement actions. This is very impor-76
tant, as poor data quality in business environments can generate very high costs and inefficiencies77
(Redman 1998). For this reason, some organizations are establishing specific working units and78
internal services to manage data quality most efficiently.79

In general, data quality assessment and improvement activities are included in the so called80
Data Quality Management, which is divided into four phases: (i) definition of DQ dimensions to81
evaluate; (ii) measurement of defined DQ dimensions; (iii) analysis of poor-quality root causes;82
and (iv) definition of improvement actions. As shown in Batini and Scannapieco (2016), in the83
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literature there are different methodologies able to support data-quality management. Some of 84
these methodologies, referred to as audit methodologies (e.g., AIMQ (Lee et al. 2002), DQA (Pipino 85
et al. 2002) and QAFD (De Amicis and Batini 2004)), are focused on the assessment steps and do 86
not consider the improvement part. Moreover, they mostly base the data-quality level assessment 87
on subjective evaluations and sometimes do not treat DQ as an intrinsic concept, stating instead 88
that quality of data cannot be assessed independently from data consumers (Strong et al. 1997b). 89
In addition, many different DQ dimensions are defined in the literature (e.g., Wang and Strong 90
(1996) and Redman (1996)). In Batini and Scannapieco (2016), an extensive overview of proposed 91
dimensions, their assessment techniques, and DQ improvement methodologies is given. DQ mea- 92
surement is described in the ISO/IEC 25014:2015 report (BSI 2015) as well. However, also in this 93
case, many measures are declared to be dependent on subjective measurements. As a consequence, 94
techniques for proving their effectiveness are needed. 95

It is necessary to highlight that most of the literature contributions have a database perspective; 96
only a few papers considered the evaluation of the quality—and, thus, reliability—of the data used 97
and exchanged in a business process. One of the first contributions in this direction is the well- 98
known model Information Product MAPping (IP-MAP), i.e., a modeling language that provides 99
the possibility of highlighting data-quality issues in business processes starting from the assump- 100
tion that information can be treated as manufacturing products (Shankaranarayanan et al. 2000; 101
Scannapieco et al. 2002). One of the important aspects of IP-MAP is the definition of the data- 102
quality blocks to indicate the points in the process at which data-quality improvement actions 103
have to be taken. Ofner et al. (2012) an in-depth discussion of data quality in business processes 104
and how to integrate a data-quality perspective in processes, about where data should be assessed 105
and which evaluation rules should be used. A thorough discussion of process modeling languages 106
toward process-driven data-quality management is presented in Glowalla and Sunyaev (2014). 107
They consider the insertion of data-quality aspects in process modeling languages as a promising 108
direction. 109

Other contributions attempt to identify the relevant quality dimensions to consider in business 110
processes. For example, Heravizadeh et al. (2009) relate the quality of business processes with 111
DQ dimensions able to assess the quality of functions, input and output objects, and nonhuman 112
and human resources. Falge et al. (2012) identify a set of DQ dimensions relevant for evaluating 113
data quality in collaborative business processes in business networks. Soffer (2010) highlights the 114
importance of data accuracy, showing potential consequences of data inaccuracies and a way to 115
design robust processes. Considering such contributions, it is possible to state that the most con- 116
sidered data-quality dimensions for business processes are accuracy, completeness, and coherence 117
(i.e., consistency), and timeliness (Batini and Scannapieco 2016; Hazen et al. 2014; Panahy et al. 118
2014). We focus in this article on all three of these dimensions. 119

We adopted the following definitions for the chosen dimensions. Accuracy is commonly defined 120
as “the extent to which data are correct, reliable and certified” (Wang and Strong 1996). Opera- 121
tionally, in our work, we adopted the definition by which accuracy is a measure of the proximity 122
of a data value v to some other value v’ that is considered correct (Redman 1996). Completeness is 123
defined as the degree to which values are included in a data collection (Redman 1996). Coherence 124
(Redman 1996), also referred to as Consistency, is defined as the degree of satisfaction of integrity 125
constraints and rules defined for the data. 126

In this article, we validate our work analyzing a large case study from a financial institution, 127
focusing on evaluating the probability of default, which is one of the main components of risk anal- 128
ysis. In the literature, the challenges of data quality in credit risk evaluation processes have been 129
discussed in Moges et al. (2012). In particular, the paper illustrates the main quality dimensions 130
considered relevant by stakeholders and identifies accuracy as the main issue in this context. 131
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The approach proposed in this article is suited not only for evaluation processes in financial132
domains but is applicable also in other domains in which decisions are taken on the basis of sev-133
eral data sources and an evaluation process. Several recent papers advocate the need of further134
investigation of data quality in process-based systems. In Hazen et al. (2014), the research issues135
in data quality in supply chain management, in which processes are defined across multiple or-136
ganizations, are investigated. In particular, the authors stress the importance of acknowledging,137
measuring, and monitoring the quality of data and of establishing monitoring schemes to exam-138
ine the effects of controlling data, as the results of decisions based on poor-quality data could be139
costly. In the health domain, Berner et al. (2005) systematically analyze how missing data elements140
resulted in inappropriate and unsafe recommendations in almost 77% of the studied cases. The re-141
sults show that important gaps in the medical record can affect the accuracy of a decision support142
system designed to improve safe prescribing. In Berner et al. (2005) and Hausvik (2017) based on143
a comprehensive literature review, the need of defining organizational performance and process144
performance with respect to data quality is discussed. Panahy et al. (2014) discuss the need for145
experimental research to assess impact of quality dimensions on business processes. Evron et al.146
(2017) consider design-time analysis of potential data inaccuracy based on synchronization points147
based on dependencies among data.148

In order to understand and systematically evaluate the impact of data-quality errors and data149
quality control actions on the whole business process, we based our work on fault injection tech-150
niques. Considering that a fault can be defined as a physical defect, imperfection, or trouble that151
can occur in any hardware or software component (Ziade et al. 2004), fault injection refers to a152
set of techniques able to verify and test the reliability of a system by introducing some anomalies.153
In this way, it is possible to understand fault effects and hence the different behaviors that such154
anomalies can originate without analyzing the structure of the process, as done, for instance, in155
Meda et al. (2010).156

In the literature, fault injection methodologies are applied in different domains, such as hard-157
ware and software testing (Hsueh et al. 1997; Ziade et al. 2004) and composed web services (Fugini158
et al. 2009). In assessing the quality of web services, Fugini et al. (2009) use faults injection to eval-159
uate the impact of the quality of composed services considering data faults and time delays. Data160
faults can be originated by value mismatches, different formats, missing data, or delays in update161
operations. Regarding time delays, their impact depends on the fault position within the process162
structure of web service composition. In this case, faults injection aims to trigger web service time-163
outs, i.e., mechanisms that are activated if a web service does not respond within predetermined164
time intervals. Effects on the outcome of the process may vary; Fugini et al. (2009) propose mea-165
suring the severity of a fault considering wheter it causes a failure in the service and, in case of166
data faults, to measure the distance between the origin of the fault and the point of the composed167
service where it is detected. Fugini et al. (2009) clearly show that system behavior simulation with168
fault injections is very useful because it makes it possible to detect the system weaknesses and169
then select the appropriate corrective actions to improve the overall system quality. However, in170
Fugini et al. (2009), the focus was on assessing the impact of poor data quality on the process ex-171
ecution rather than on assessing its impact on the quality of the result, which is the focus of this172
article. The advantage of fault injection techniques is that it is possible to analyze the impact on173
the process of data-quality problems basing the analysis only on the types of faults and on the174
process structure. Therefore, it is not necessary to model data dependencies, and multiple effectsQ3175
of faults on different data-quality dimensions are also captured.176

For this reason, in this article, we adopt a fault-injection approach to provide a systematic as-177
sessment of data quality in business processes. Compared to Fugini et al. (2009), the focus of this178
article is twofold: assessment of the data quality of the outcome of a process and validation of the179
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effectiveness of data-quality assessment and improvement activities when they are inserted into 180
the process to make it more robust in the case of data quality faults. In addition, we aim to identify 181
the DQ dimensions that need to be considered since issues related to such dimensions have a higher 182
negative impact on the process. The innovative aspect of our approach is that the importance of 183
data-quality dimensions is estimated by using simulations, thus by an objective method and not by 184
adopting a subjective approach (e.g., AHP (Saaty 2001) or a user-driven ranking (Debattista et al. 185
2016)). 186

3 SCENARIO: SCORING PROCESSES 187
The DQVM methodology proposed in this article is focused on a specific type of process, called 188
the scoring process. We define it as a process that, on the basis of given inputs, provides as output 189
an assessment (denoted as Process Outcome, y) that is a ranking or a rating for an object under 190
investigation on a given scale of values. As discussed in the related work, this type of assessment 191
is typical of decision-making processes, such as in financial institutions (Moges et al. 2012). For 192
instance, objects of investigation in a financial institution are the customers asking for credit to 193
whom a rating is associated, which is used as a basis for decision making. 194

In this section, we illustrate the characteristics of this type of process using a simplified customer 195
rating process as a running example. Such a process regards the assessment of the Probability of 196
Default (PD) in a financial institution. All European financial institutions have to fulfill regulatory 197
principles contained in the Basel accords1 in order to estimate and measure the risk level addressed 198
by the banks themselves and then to implement some strategies to manage it. Some of these regu- 199
latory principles consist of estimating credit risk parameters that include PD: the probability that 200
a given customer in a certain time horizon is in “default” with respect to the debt that customer 201
has with the bank. Thus, the PD allows the institution to understand if the counterpart may not be 202
compliant with the “contract.” In order to differentiate customers according to their PD, a rating 203
class is assigned to each of them. In Figure 1, examples of such rating scales are provided by some 204
of the major rating agencies. Each rating class is correlated with a PD interval. The best rating 205
class (i.e., AAA according to Standard & Poor’s) corresponds to the lower PD values. Vice versa, 206
the lowest class D indicates the default situation; therefore, it is associated with a PD equal to 1. 207

In a financial scoring process, the rating is evaluated through a series of pertinent activities that 208
take internal and external information as input and follow well-defined rules; the process outcome 209
is the rating obtained as a result. The possible sequences of steps depend on different operating 210
conditions and customer information, and can be represented using a process model to describe the 211
sequence of steps, input and output documents, and decision points. In general, insertion order and 212
data updates are important: in fact, a user input or a data quality control can improve the quality of 213
previously inserted data or, vice versa, in case the quality of the source is not adequate, an update 214
from an external source can decrease the quality of already available data for the decision. 215

As a running case for this article, a simplified scoring process was derived from the descriptions 216
of several rating procedures (e.g., Lehmann (2003)). This case is represented in Figure 2 using 217
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), a widely used process modeling notation (Weske 218
2012). Note that using a process model does not necessarily imply automation through a workflow 219
management system. The process model represents the different tasks that have to be executed, 220
such as data gathering, automatic execution of mathematical operations or models, or manual 221
activities. 222

1http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbsca.htm.
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Fig. 1. Rating scales of the major financial services companies.

Fig. 2. An example of the scoring process.
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In our running example, the rating of the reliability of an organization is evaluated by means of 223
a mix of qualitative and quantitative analyses. The qualitative analysis results from the assessment 224
of four components: 225

—Evaluation of the business trend: On the basis of historical data, it is necessary to assess the 226
stability of the business trend. 227

—Evaluation of tax position: It considers the debts that the analyzed organization has with 228
public institutions. 229

—Evaluation of organization and management: It focuses on the flexibility, i.e., the capability 230
of the organization to be adaptive within the competitive environment. 231

—Evaluation of the strategic position with respect to the specific market: This indicator combines 232
the trend of the market and the strategic positioning of the organization. 233

Note that the evaluation of the business trend and the evaluation of the tax position are sup- 234
posed to be automated tasks performed by a software system that considers a historical database 235
to make the decisions. Such evaluations can be performed only if the considered organization has 236
a history—therefore, if it is in operation for more than two years. If the organization is in opera- 237
tion for less than two years, the rating assessor will use a default factor K , which is the average 238
evaluation for that specific sector of activity. 239

The qualitative analysis results from the sum of these indexes and defines an initial numerical 240
rating. 241

The quantitative analysis considers the last financial statement (retrieved using an external ser- 242
vice) and judges the financial position of the company by providing a second numerical rating. 243

The final rating (i.e., the process output) is calculated by considering the average of the quali- 244
tative and quantitative ratings, and is mapped to the S&P rating scale. 245

In the evaluation of the quality of the process output, the relationships between the input and 246
the output quality are the main aspects considered in this article. 247

The goal of the DQVM is to analyze such relationships and to evaluate critical points that could 248
affect the quality of the generated ratings. 249

In the running example, the process described in Figure 2 is enriched with DQCs as represented 250
in Figure 3: DQC1 is inserted at the end of the qualitative assessment phase and DQC2 is inserted 251
after the quantitative assessment phase. 252

In this article, we also focus on analyzing the usefulness of such controls, i.e., their sensitivity to 253
data-quality problems and their ability to capture and take action for the most critical problems. As 254
mentioned before, the goal is not only to assess data quality by itself but also the relationships of 255
the effects of the quality control actions on the final result. Such an evaluation can be very useful 256
for establishing if the quality controls in place are effective and possibly also for cost–benefit 257
evaluations considering the effort of preventive controls on data quality and their impact on the 258
final result. 259

Finally, we discuss some aspects on the evaluation of scoring processes, in particular, the way 260
in which the processes can be improved considering the cases summarized in the table presented 261
in Figure 4. This table refers to situations in which data are not fit for use; thus, they are char- 262
acterized by a poor data-quality level for the considered process. The last column of the table 263
provides suggestions about the proper actions to enact by considering the effect of DQ issues on 264
the analyzed process and the existence of DQ controls. Note that if the effect of poor quality on 265
the process outcome is low in general, then the suggestion indicated for all situations is the laissez 266
faire approach. This method consists of simply reacting to issues when they occur (Redman 1996). 267
The use of DQCs is instead suitable when the effect of poor quality is high: the introduction of 268
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Fig. 3. The example scoring process enriched with quality controls.

Fig. 4. Suggestions for improving data quality on the basis poor quality effects.

new controls and/or the improvement of the existing ones has to be evaluated by, for example,269
performing a cost–benefit analysis.270

What we want to assess with the methodology is the impact of data source quality on the ob-271
tained process outcome and if the existing DQCs are effective. As we show in the next section,272
we want to identify situations in which quality controls are not in place but needed along with273
those situations in which quality controls are not effective (or partially effective) and the same DQ274
problem is found again in different steps of the scoring process.275

4 DATA QUALITY VALIDATION METHODOLOGY (DQVM)276
As mentioned in the previous section, the approach proposed in this article aims to support the277
evaluation of the quality of the results of scoring processes, in particular, the validation of DQCs278
applied to a process. We assume that the target of the research is the analysis of a Scoring Process279
P that produces a final Process Output (y) and in whichm Data Quality Controls (DQCi ) have been280
inserted to improve the quality of the result even when process inputs are characterized by poor281
DQ. The quality of the result of the process is used to identify the weights (or relevance) assigned282
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Fig. 5. Data Quality Control structure.

to data quality dimensions DQ , where each dimension is associated with a given relevance weight 283
wq that is proportional to its impact on the final result in case of poor quality. 284

The quality of the output of a process depends on the quality of different elements: 285

— Input data: Initial and inputs needed during the evaluation process. 286
—Data sources: Internal and external sources accessed during the evaluation process. 287
—Generated data objects: Data produced by a specific process task. 288
—Data Quality Controls (DQC): Quality blocks (Shankaranarayanan et al. 2000) are inserted 289

into the scoring process and can be viewed as being composed of two parts (Figure 5): an 290
assessment part and an improvement part. The former is able to detect poor quality issues, 291
while the latter is associated with rules that address them by correcting errors or notifying 292
the presence of anomalies to the actors in charge. The effectiveness of a DQC depends on 293
its ability both to capture DQ faults and to improve the quality of the corresponding data 294
items. 295

In this scenario, we focus on the verification of the data quality of the outcome of the process 296
and of the capability of the DQCs to detect and correct errors. 297

In DQVM, the DQ of the outcome of the process and the effectiveness of DQCs are verified 298
using data fault injection techniques, as introduced in Section 2. The validation is performed by 299
analyzing business process outputs obtained through simulations. These simulations are carried 300
out by altering the data used in the business processes in an appropriate way (i.e., introducing 301
DQ faults) in order to identify the situations in which poor DQ is critical for the correct process 302
execution. From this perspective, we define as failure any output that differs from the one obtained 303
in the golden run—in other words, correct process execution—by more than an accepted tolerance 304
value. 305

In summary, DQVM aims to evaluate, in an objective way, the impact of DQ faults on the ana- 306
lyzed processes instrumented with DQCs in order to 307

—define the importance of the different DQ dimensions and assign them weights accordingly 308
or verify the validity of weights assigned by domain experts; 309

—assess the effectiveness of the DQCs present in the process (if any); and 310
—analyze the process behavior in the presence of abnormal situations and its capability of man- 311

aging poor DQ through its DQCs. 312

The DQVM is composed of the following sequential steps (Figure 6): 313

—Scoring process modeling and preliminary analysis: This step, described in Section 4.1, con- 314
sists of modeling the scoring business process in order to better understand the activities 315
that compose it and the related information flow. The desired output of this step is to iden- 316
tify (i) the stages that may be critical, i.e., those that are prone to the introduction of DQ 317
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Fig. 6. The DQVM steps.

faults; and (ii) the list of the process data items, whether retrieved from external sources or318
directly produced from the activities themselves. In this way, it is possible to identify where319
and on which data items the DQ faults should be placed in the fault injection step.320

—DQ fault selection and process instrumentation: In this step, the DQ faults are designed on321
the basis of the DQ dimensions that we need to evaluate. At this point, the process model322
is enriched by adding the so called Fault Injector Blocks, which represent the additional323
activities that inject DQ faults to generate anomalous situations. This step is described in324
Section 4.2.325

—Faults injection: This step includes execution of the business process simulations with in-326
jected faults. Each simulation includes the injection of one fault (Section 4.3).327

—Scoring process quality validation: In the last step, presented in Section 5, the results of each328
simulation are compared with the ones obtained from the golden run in order to determine329
the distance between the actual result and the expected one. The analysis of these differ-330
ences is the basis for evaluating the relevance of the DQ dimensions and for validating the331
DQCs and process behavior.332

4.1 Scoring Process Modeling and Preliminary Analysis333
Process modeling is usually the starting point for understanding the details and capturing critical334
aspects of a business process that has to be analyzed. In particular, through the process modeling335
step, it is possible to investigate different features of the process itself and to identify336

—the information sources that provide input data in order to understand which data may con-337
tain errors before the process starts;338

—involved roles in order to associate a responsible actor to each activity;339
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—relationships among different activities, in order to analyze the information flow, i.e., the 340
sequence of operations performed on the same data item; 341

— interactions with external businesses in order to understand the involved systems and their 342
relations with the process itself; and 343

—the available DQCs in the process and, consequently, the considered DQ dimensions for 344
each data item in the DQC. 345

Note that this approach based on process modeling does not necessarily require that a process 346
model already exists. The process might be implicit for achieving a specific output: it can be em- 347
bedded in a set of formulas for analysis or in an application supporting the experts in the evalu- 348
ation. Process modeling is necessary for identifying the relevant aspects in the business process, 349
the order of execution of the activities, and the DQC actions being performed in order to make the 350
following validation steps possible. 351

Two kinds of analyses are performed during the preliminary process analysis step: the dataset 352
analysis and the process model analysis. 353

The Datasets analysis aims to understand the meaning of data involved in the analyzed busi- 354
ness process and to determine the domain of the used data and the constraints that they have to 355
satisfy in order to detect possible incorrect values. 356

The Process model analysis aims to analyze the process model in order to identify the possible 357
critical points that might result in poor DQ in the process outcome. Critical situations that may 358
emerge from process modeling correspond to typical patterns, such as the following. 359

—Data retrieval from data source: A process activity uses data retrieved from an external 360
source. In this case, on the one hand, the information stored in data sources may contain 361
some errors. In fact, we often do not know how the information has been stored within 362
data sources and whether this information was previously controlled in order to verify its 363
correctness. On the other hand, incorrect values might also arise from the IT infrastructure 364
responsible for data transfer: the transfer operations are not correct or errors are generated 365
(e.g., wrong interpretations of IDs or codes, temporal misalignments, and the like). 366

—Message exchange: The messages exchanged between two actors involved in the process. 367
Also in this pattern, data can be affected in the transfer stage: the message content can be 368
erroneously modified during the communication between actors or can be misinterpreted 369
when different encodings or conventions are used by the communicating parties (e.g., using 370
different rating scales). 371

—Data objects used in exclusive branches of the process: The possibility of taking different ex- 372
ecution paths depending on the outcome of some evaluation conditions. This particular 373
pattern leads to a very important critical aspect. In fact, it may happen that data used to 374
decide which path has to be taken are incorrect and that, as a consequence, the decision 375
taken is wrong. 376

— Interaction with knowledge workers: The activities in which human interaction with the sys- 377
tem is expected. In particular, it is known that people can commit mistakes that might have 378
a direct consequence on process execution. 379

—Data generated in processing tasks: The creation of data objects that represent a valuable 380
data item in processing tasks or in the process output. 381

As a result of this step, a list of data items (including data and messages) and the points at which 382
they are generated and used in the process is produced. Considering our example, the critical points 383
to consider are highlighted in Figure 7. 384
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Fig. 7. Critical points and related data items in the example scoring process.

Fig. 8. Fault Injector Block representation.

4.2 Data Fault Selection and Process Instrumentation385
For performing the DQ validation on a given scoring process, we assume that a set of correct386
executions of the process are available. Each correct execution (i.e., golden run) results in a correct387
process output.388

In our method, we introduce systematic perturbations on such executions, introducing data389
faults, with the goal of assessing their impact. Data faults correspond to data variations that are390
potentially able to cause process failures or inefficiencies.391

4.2.1 Process Instrumentation. The data faults have to be placed inside the process at suitable392
points. To model the perturbation more efficiently, we propose a modeling extension: a new task,393
called Fault Injector Block, that perturbs data inside the process, generating data faults. For example,394
using the BPMN notation, the symbol associated with this extension can be the one shown in395
Figure 8, consisting of a task marked with a flash of lightning. It is important to remark that this396
block has to be inserted in the activity flow and that it needs to be properly configured to inject397
the faults for which it is prepared. We assume that a fault injector block can generate one or more398
types of faults, and that each fault is associated with only one quality dimension.399

The positioning of fault injector blocks is a crucial aspect of the methodology. In fact, placing400
these blocks correctly allows them to inject faults into a business process in an appropriate manner.401
In our approach, we position the blocks each time that we have a pattern among the ones listed402
in the previous section. Therefore, we assume associating a fault injector block to each task of403
the process that is receiving either external data (from data sources or from human input) or an404
external message.405
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Fig. 9. Injection patterns.

Fig. 10. Points in which faults injector blocks have to be placed.

Figure 9 shows the main patterns used for modifying the process for injecting faults. The first 406
two patterns are used to modify data received by an activity (pattern a) or produced by an activity 407
(pattern b), respectively. Pattern b is mainly used when the data produced by an activity are the 408
input for an exclusive branch to evaluate a condition when a data object is created. Pattern c shows 409
how data sources, which are used in several activities in the process—i.e., shared data sources—are 410
modified using a fault injector block. 411

The process in our example can be instrumented as represented in Figure 10. 412
It is worth noticing that the fault injector blocks can be activated or not. In case a fault is 413

not activated during the execution of a process instance, the corresponding fault injection block 414
acts as a “transparent” component without modifying the process behavior in any way. In this 415
manner, only one fault at a time can be activated and tested in the simulations, while the process 416
is instrumented with all possible fault injection blocks. 417
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4.2.2 Data Faults Selection. Once the points in which faults have to be injected have been de-418
fined, it is necessary to identify the data items to be perturbed through the insertion of faults and419
the associated DQ dimensions that have to be evaluated. In fact, the selection of DQ dimensions420
drives the choice of the types of faults that have to be injected to test the process. The data items421
are selected via the process analysis performed in the previous step, considering the list of data422
items for the process. For each data item, the possible DQ faults must be generated. In the follow-423
ing, we consider for our running example three of the most used DQ dimensions, i.e., accuracy,424
coherence, and completeness. Other dimensions could be considered as well, provided that they425
can be injected into the process through an appropriate Fault injection block.426

Looking at their definitions, such dimensions are mainly affected by two types of faults (Fugini427
et al. 2009):428

—Value mismatch that can be caused by typos, different formats, semantic conflicts, and delays429
in update operations430

—Missing data due to value unavailability431

Therefore, to introduce faults affecting the quality of data along these dimensions, we use432
data update and data deletion operations. With data update operations, data are changed by433
introducing some typos or substituting values. The resulting incorrect values may or may not434
be within the acceptable ranges for the data being considered, possibly generating different435
consequences on process execution. Data deletion operations delete values previously assigned to436
given variables instead.437

Each type of data fault can be generated with different degrees of perturbation: in the case of438
numerical values, for example, values can be derived from the correct ones in different percentages439
of modification, as considered relevant in the given application.440

4.3 Fault Injection441
In this step, the process is executed by systematically injecting all the designed faults. We assume442
that a set of correct process executions exist as a test set, considered as golden runs for the process.443
The fault injection process is applied to the process test set; for each process execution, one fault444
is injected at a time, thus executing the process as many times as required to inject all the faults445
one by one. The results of the faulty executions have to be compared with the results obtained446
from the considered golden run: such a comparison shows the impact of the different faults on the447
process output and is discussed in next section.448

4.3.1 Data Fault Injection System. In order to perform the simulations needed for using the449
DQVM, we designed the architecture of a simulation system able to automatically execute the450
process and inject faults. This system aims to faithfully replicate the business specifications with451
which real processes are implemented. An example of implementation of this architecture in a real452
case study is described in Section 6.453

Once the process model is available, it can be easily coded to be automatically executed. Note454
that for the processes that are already automated, the implementation of a simulator is easier since455
there is already an original source code that can be reused. In any case, the simulation system must456
be able to inject faults in order to be used effectively for the methodology.457

The functional architecture of the data fault injection system we developed is represented in458
Figure 11. The system operations are managed by the Controller that is responsible for starting both459
the simulations and the analysis. More specifically, the Controller gathers the faults to consider460
from the Fault Repository and properly configures the Data Fault Injector Blocks. The simulations461
are performed using a Process Simulator, which corresponds to a replica of the business process462
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Fig. 11. Functional architecture of data fault injection system.

under examination. This replica is also enriched by the injection actions provided by the Fault 463
Injector Blocks. The controller manages activation of the fault injectors: for each fault contained 464
in the Fault Repository a series of corresponding process faulty executions are launched and their 465
results are stored in the Results Repository. Such a repository will contain the data needed for the 466
result analysis phase that has to be started by the Controller once all the possible simulations have 467
been executed. 468

5 SCORING PROCESS QUALITY VALIDATION 469
In this section, we illustrate the core of the DQVM methodology, i.e., the analysis of the fault 470
injection results. 471

This analysis leads to different contributions: 472

—The validation of the importance given to DQ dimensions (Section 5.1) 473
—The validation of the DQCs (Section 5.2) 474
—The identification of anomalies in process behavior (Section 5.3) 475

Before providing details about such contributions, it is necessary to clarify that data faults may 476
affect the outcome of the processes in different ways. In fact, as the process is already enriched 477
with DQCs, the impact of data faults may be little or none even when data faults are present. In 478
the following, we will compare the output of the process yk when the kth fault is injected and the 479
output of the golden run process y. For the purpose of this article, we classify faults as transparent 480
faults, light faults, and heavy faults. We define transparent faults as the faults that leave the process 481
output unchanged: the output of the faulty execution is equal to the output of the golden run (i.e., 482
yk = y). Light faults refer to faults that have a small impact on the output. In particular, we define 483
a threshold δ for the variation associated with a significant impact on the process output. Light 484
faults are those faults for which the following conditions hold: 485

| yk − y |= ek and 0 < ek ≤ δ ,

where ek is the variation (error) on the output rating y due to fault k . 486
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Heavy faults are those faults for which the difference between the expected and the actual value487
is greater than δ :488

| yk − y |= ek and ek > δ .

The assessment of ek depends on the type of process output. In fact, if the output y is a numeric489
value, ek results from the absolute difference between yk and y; if the output is a string, the dif-490
ference can be computed by adopting some algorithms to evaluate similarity among strings (e.g.,491
it is possible to consider the methods listed in Batini and Scannapieco (2016)). Finally, the out-492
put can be a string belonging to a finite domain (such as in the case of the rating classes): in this493
case, we use a function r (y) to map the string to a numeric domain. For example, let us consider494
the S&P classification. It has 22 classes and we can associate a number with each of them, e.g.,495
r (AAA) = 22, r (AA+) = 21...r (D) = 1. With this mapping, we can estimate ek as the absolute dif-496
ference between yk and y. In this scenario, we consider that a transparent fault does not cause497
changes in the rating class, a light fault can cause a small change in the rating class (i.e., δ = 1,498
that is a previous or subsequent rating class, e.g., from A+ to A), and a heavy fault is responsible499
for changing the rating class by two or more positions (i.e., ek ≥ 2, e.g., from A- to BBB-).500

5.1 Validation of the Relevance Given to Data Quality Dimensions501
In general, DQ dimensions are characterized by weights that are used to express their relevance in502
the considered business context. These weights are typically defined by DQ experts in a subjective503
way on the basis of their expertise. However, since the knowledge workers often do not have tools504
and objective evaluations that allow them to discriminate between the individual DQ dimensions,505
in most cases, the weights are set to be the same for all dimensions. As a result, without knowing506
which DQ dimension has to be monitored in depth, the common behavior is to adopt improve-507
ment techniques for guaranteeing generic DQCs for each dimension. Direct consequences of this508
approach are (i) possible problems caused by deficiencies in terms of the number and quality of509
controls related to the most relevant dimensions in the considered context or, on the contrary, (ii)510
a possible waste of resources due to an overestimation of the number and type of controls needed511
for less important dimensions in the context under examination. Therefore, knowing which are512
the most important DQ dimensions or, more generally, which is the relative importance of each513
dimension with respect to the other ones allows organizations to better design and place DQCs. In514
order to understand if the assigned weights correspond to the true relevance of the DQ dimension515
in the considered process, the DQVM proposed in this article can be used to validate the choices516
made by DQ experts. In particular, the methodology is able to highlight the situations in which the517
relevance of some dimensions have been underestimated and no proper DQCs have been designed.518

Evaluating the differences between the outputs of the faulty business process executions and519
the output of the golden run executions is the first step in validating the relevance weights given520
to the different DQ dimensions. The errors ek are divided into clusters on the basis of the DQ521
dimensions affected by the different faults. Considering, in fact, that each kth fault has an impact522
on the qth DQ dimension, we can reclassify all the different ek values as eqk values in order to523
clarify the DQ dimension on which the fault has impact. We can compute an aggregate indicator524
Eq according to three different approaches:525

—Complete result analysis526
In this approach, the Eq aggregate indicator is computed as the algebraic average of eqk527
values relative to each of the q dimensions.528

—Cleansed result analysis529
In this approach, the simulation results are cleansed from the outliers—i.e., values deviat-530
ing from the average results of the simulation—in order to determinate the Eq aggregate531
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Fig. 12. Application of DQVM for the weight validation.

indicator value. One possible method used to delete the outliers is Winsorization (Hastings 532
et al. 1947), which consists of cutting values above the 95th percentile, to eliminate samples 533
associated with faults characterized by a very high impact, and those below the 5th per- 534
centile, to eliminate samples associated with faults characterized by a null or almost null 535
impact. After having cleansed the analyzed sample and clustered fault results according to 536
the affected DQ dimension, the Eq indicator is computed as the algebraic average of the 537
cleaned set of eqk values. Note that the cleansed result analysis method is useful for gaining 538
an unpolarized result analysis, i.e., not conditioned by some particular results. In addition, 539
it can also be seen as an outlier detection phase that aims to manage separately “extreme” 540
result values, i.e., those that deviate from the average simulation results. 541

—Highest impact results analysis 542
In this approach, the Eq aggregate indicator value is the maximum eqk for each qth dimen- 543
sion in order to consider only the execution with the greatest impact on each dimension. 544
Contrary to the previous case, with this approach, the impact of the consequences of out- 545
liers is considered to be the most effective in assessing the relative importance of the DQ 546
dimensions. 547

Hence, the relative relevance of each DQ dimension, called wq , is computed as the ratio of the 548
aggregate indicator referred to the qth dimension (Eq ) and the sum of the aggregated indicators. 549
As a result, it can be calculated using the following formula: 550

wq =
Eq

!Q
q=1 Eq

.

The obtained weights provide an objective basis for evaluating the real importance of the different 551
DQ dimensions: the greater the deviation from the expected output, the greater the relevance of 552
the DQ dimension. 553

In order to clarify the approach, let us consider our running example in one instance of exe- 554
cution of the process and let us assume to have injected 50 faults into the process variables for 555
each of the three quality dimensions being considered. Figure 12 presents the results we obtain. 556
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Figure 12(a) illustrates, for each dimension, the different results obtained (i.e., |yk − y | values) and557
the corresponding number of injected faults that caused such results. Figure 12(b) results from558
application of the methods described above. We calculated Eq and the relevance weights for the559
different dimensions applying the three approaches listed above. Note that the importance given560
to dimensions (i.e., weights) depends on the applied method.561

While for illustration purposes we show just the application of all faults to one instance, in562
general, this analysis process is applied to a set of instances (defined before as the golden runs for563
the process), evaluating the average effect of each fault on all considered cases.564

Each result y ′k corresponds to the average, computed on the considered set, of the absolute565
variation of the results with regard to the golden run due to fault k , which is modeled as566

|y ′k − y | =
!n

i=1 |y ′ki − y |
n

,

where n is the cardinality of the golden run.567
This formula is used as an indicator to give a quantitative measure of the impact of each data568

fault on the considered set, i.e., the average error being introduced.569

5.2 Data Quality Control Validation570
The DQVM can also be used as an objective and useful tool for validating individual DQCs already571
existing within the process. In particular, as shown in Figure 5, each DQC assesses the relevant pro-572
cess variables with reference to the golden run of the process. As discussed in Figure 13, the impact573
of poor DQ on the result of the process can be the starting point for the analysis. In this section,574
we focus on existing DQCs and analyze their effectiveness after their execution and considering575
the differences in the final outcome of the execution of the process.576

In the analysis, we adopt the following notation:577

—m is the number of DQCs applied to the analyzed business process578
—v is the vector containing the variables of each DQC during the execution of the fault-free579

process (golden run):580

v =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

vDQC1
vDQC2
...

vDQC j
...

vDQCm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
—v ′ is the vector containing the output values of each DQC (where each output value can581

itself be a vector of values for all the considered data items in the DQC) during execution582
of the process with one fault injected:583

v ′ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v
′
DQC1

v
′
DQC2
...

v
′
DQC j
...

v
′
DQCm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

The desirable situation is that, among the controls, a monitoring control controlj∗ exists for584
the fault being considered, aimed at capturing the anomaly generated by the fault and taking585
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appropriate improvement actions. To verify whether this happens, the △V vector is computed as 586
follows: 587

△V = v ′ −v =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v
′
DQC1 −vDQC1

v
′
DQC2 −vDQC2

...
v
′
DQC j −vDQC j

...
v
′
DQCm −vDQCm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

where differences are computed on the basis of the data types as previously discussed. 588
At this point, three different situations may arise, depending on the △V vector values: 589

—The △V vector has only one value different from zero. This means that, as is desirable, there 590
is only one control that monitors the consequences of the fault inserted in the process. It can 591
therefore be stated that the control affected by the fault is independent from the other ones: 592
in practice, these controls are valid from the point of view of the fault taken into account. 593
When the fault is identified, actions are taken in the scoring process so that the following 594
DQCs are not affected during the rest of the scoring process. 595

—The △V vector is characterized by more than one value different from zero, i.e., depending on 596
changes due to fault inclusion. The occurrence of such a situation is indicative of the fact 597
that there are duplicate controls currently implemented or that these controls have been 598
defined too roughly and the actions taken in the improvement phase are not sufficient. In 599
this case, starting from the introduced anomaly analysis, the indication is that there is a 600
need to refine these generic controls or to evaluate if the removal of duplicated controls to 601
capture the same anomaly is possible. 602

—The △V vector is null, i.e., the fault presence does not originate any variation in the imple- 603
mented controls. This means that the controls are not able to detect the faults and, if y ! y ′, 604
a new control is needed to monitor the anomalous situations associated with the introduced 605
fault. 606

In order to better explain this procedure let us consider the example represented in Figure 10. 607
Let us assume that we aim to check the effectiveness of the DQC1 that is situated before the 608
Quantitative Analysis activity. We injected a fault that deleted the evaluation of the tax position 609
introducing data incompleteness issues. DQC1 was designed to check whether data are complete; 610
if missing values occur, it sends an alert. Missing values should be completed with proper values 611
in the improvement part of the control. The considered process has two quality controls, DQC1 612
and DQC2, and thev vector derived from the golden run isv = [20, [20, 20]], where 20 is the value 613
of the data item of the first quality control and represents the sum of the scores of the qualitative 614
analysis, while [20,20] is the value of the second quality control and represents the values for the 615
data items of the quantitative and the qualitative analysis, respectively. The final rating associated 616
with the enterprise in the golden run; i.e., the final Process Outcome y, is AA. In Figure 13, we 617
discuss some possible scenarios after execution of the injected fault. In the first row, the fault is not 618
recognized by the DQCs, but the result is not affected. In this case, the relevance of the considered 619
data item in which the fault is injected (tax evaluation) is questioned, and its relevance has to be 620
checked. In the second row, an execution scenario in which the first control DQC1 assesses and 621
improves the quality of the faulty data is illustrated, with no effect on the process outcome. The 622
last two rows illustrate scenarios in which DQC1 is not effective: in the first case (third row), DQC2 623
is effective both in assessing the fault and improving the data quality and the final outcome of the 624
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Fig. 13. Discussion of the analysis of the running example with one injected fault.

process is still correct; in the last row, both DQCs fail to improve the data quality and the final625
rating is heavily affected.626

This example shows the role of the DQCs: as discussed in Figure 5, a DQC does not only assess627
but it also contributes to improving the quality of data; thus, even with faults, the process is able628
to reach correct results if the improvement part of the control is effective (e.g., the final result is629
the same as that of the golden run, thanks to the action of the quality control).630

5.3 Process Behavior Validation631
As discussed above, a process with data faults, if designed with the appropriate quality control632
actions and with an appropriate set of tasks, may yield acceptable results even when data faults633
are present.634

Process behaviors validation consists of verifying whether the process behavior is suitable even635
in the presence of abnormal situations, i.e., the process behavior can be considered correct if its636
result is equal to that of the golden run or possibly within an allowed tolerance interval δ defined637
for its results.638

To this purpose, for each golden run, we define the extreme bounds ymin , ymax of the con-639
fidence interval for output [ymin ,ymax ], where ymin = y − δ and ymax = y + δ , beyond which a640
given process output has to be considered anomalous.641

In fact, a process is not considered anomalous with respect to its specification if the following642
relation holds for each of the results y ′ deriving from application of the data faults defined in643
relation to the process itself:644

ymin ≤ y ′ ≤ ymax .

If such a relation does not hold, the result of the process when data faults are present is sig-645
nificantly affected by the faults and we are obviously in the presence of anomalies that should be646
investigated in order to understand their causes. As indicated in Figure 13, in this case, the effect647
of poor DQ is high and an evaluation has to be performed on which are the causes of the high648
impact of the fault. As we were discussing in the previous section, the effectiveness of DQC can649
be systematically evaluated. In this section, we consider mainly the case in which DQCs are not in650
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place. As discussed previously in Section 3, in this case, we have to evaluate whether a new DQC 651
can be introduced in the process to assess the fault and perform an improvement action. 652

There are two possible situations that have to be considered: 653

—The introduction of a new DQC: This solution can be proposed when a local assessment of 654
the DQ is possible and the error can be corrected locally. 655

—Revision of the process: This solution is proposed when the fault affects a specific branch 656
of the process; this can occur when the faulty data item is used as a condition in a branch 657
in the process and the branch is used to perform tasks that are considering specific faulty 658
values, such as data out of range or missing. In this case, a DQC is not sufficient, and one or 659
more tasks have to be performed to compensate for planned faulty data management in the 660
process. In this case, the DVQM acts as a support to identify possible areas of the processes 661
or subprocesses to be revised. 662

As mentioned for the weights analysis, the deviation from the golden run introduced by a fault 663
is calculated on all instances of the golden run. 664

If there is a systematic deviation from the acceptable behavior, the process behavior with re- 665
spect to the given fault presents an anomaly. This analysis, combined with the analysis of DQCs 666
illustrated in the next section, can indicate weak points in the process and its associated quality 667
controls. 668

6 CASE STUDY: A RISK MANAGEMENT SCORING PROCESS 669
In this section, we discuss a case study applying the DQVM in a financial institution. Within the 670
Risk Management area of the institution, different processes are adopted for evaluating different 671
types of bank customers in terms of PD according to the internal rating–based approach as defined 672
by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision2; in this case study, we considered the process 673
related to the evaluation of multinational counterparts. Note that the process considered earlier in 674
the article as a running example in Section 3 and Figure 2 contains only some simplified examples 675
of the elements present in the real evaluation processes used by the considered financial institution, 676
which is far more complex. 677

The considered process uses a large amount of information in order to obtain the PD of each 678
counterpart. In particular, 22 data items are considered in the evaluations. 679

The process, which is characterized by a series of formulas and parameters, consists of a quan- 680
titative module and a qualitative module. The former uses balance sheet data to obtain a quantita- 681
tive evaluation, while the latter is based on qualitative questionnaires with a resulting qualitative 682
score. All questionnaires are compiled by institution experts using the “four-eyes” principle (i.e., 683
all questionnaires are compiled independently by two different experts). Moreover, the process is 684
characterized by interaction with users and several data sources. The process consists of 11 sub- 685
processes, has 3 data sources, and there are 3 involved user roles. Full details of the real process 686
cannot be published due to confidentiality reasons and due to its highly complex structure. 687

The case study is based on a test set of 2,559 counterparts corresponding to 2,559 golden run 688
evaluations. The result of the process is a PD evaluation similar to the case shown in the running 689
example. For each counterpart, both assessment questionnaires and external data are available. 690
The questionnaires are compiled by different internal experts based on available information and 691
assessment rules and guidelines. 692

2https://www.bis.org/.
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Fig. 14. Classification of injected faults according to their nature approach.

The process is also enriched with DQCs for evaluating the quality of the information used in693
the computation of credit parameters in several points of the process. In particular, such controls694
aim to assess the suitability of the quality level of data used during computation.695

The process is subject to quality control procedures and quality reports are periodically pro-696
duced, as required by the Basel regulations. The existing DQCs that cover all data items and all697
activities in the process produce high-quality evaluations of the probability of default.698

In this study, we focus on the following DQ dimensions: completeness, accuracy, and coherence699
(consistency). These dimensions, each with an associated relevance weight, concur to determine700
the assessment of the overall DQ level of the evaluations performed by the financial institution.701
All quality dimensions are initially considered equally relevant by the experts.702

The aim of the study was to703
—validate the relevance weights associated to the dimensions being considered (initially all704

considered at the same level);705
—assess the quality of the DQCs themselves, i.e., their ability to monitor critical situations;706

and707
—identify abnormal behaviors, in which poorer quality corresponds to better evaluations in708

the results of the process.709

6.1 Process Modeling and Fault Injection Steps710
In the first step, we modeled the scoring process using BPMN3. In the second step, we selected the711
faults to be analyzed using fault injection, based on the analysis of used data.712

Relevant data items were identified using (i) the existing data dictionary, which also provided713
information about the valid domains for data items; and (ii) the existing DQC in the process which,714
even if defined in an expert-based way, allowed the identification of some possible abnormal situ-715
ations already monitored by controls themselves.716

In the following step, we created 150 types of faults on these variables (with an average of 6.8717
faults per variable), creating both missing data faults and faults obtained modifying data. In Fig-718
ure 14, we illustrate the types of faults due to missing data or modifications of data that were719
considered. In the case of missing data, a fault is introduced eliminating available data from the720
golden run. For data modifications, systematic modifications are introduced, considering modified721
values (a) within the allowed range of values, varying the golden-run values with different per-722
centages (for numeric values) or with alternative values (for text values, considering both small723
changes such as typos, and larger modifications, such as alternative values); (b) at the extremes of724
the allowed range; and (c) outside the allowed range.725

3http://www.bpmn.org.
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Fig. 15. Classification of injected faults according to data quality dimensions.

The following strategies are used to create the faults in the case study: 726

—Insertion of incompleteness (e.g., missing balance sheets, missing financial factors). The 727
fault is obtained deleting values existing in the golden run. Combined missing financial 728
factors were also considered. 729

—Setting financial items with limit values. In particular, for financial data, the zero value is 730
considered and usually treated in a particular way, i.e., it can lead to conditions such that 731
particular actions are taken. This fault was generated for all data items (financial item equal 732
to zero). 733

—Industry type modification: In this case, the change of classification can introduce errors in 734
the process, as different processing rules are applied for different industry types. 735

—Modifications to answers in the questionnaire, setting all values to best (or medium, or 736
worst) for all answers. 737

—Modifications to insert incoherence between questionnaire answers. Through this fault we 738
wanted to model conflicting situations in questionnaire answers used for qualitative score 739
computation. 740

In Figure 15, faults are classified according to DQ dimensions into completeness, accuracy, and 741
coherence fault types. 742

It has be noted that the classification along DQ dimensions focuses on the principal DQ issue 743
introduced in the data as fault. For instance, incompleteness could also be considered an accuracy 744
problem; however, if data are missing, we consider it to be an incompleteness problem rather than 745
an accuracy problem, as this is the originating cause for DQ problems. 746

In addition, a DQ problem could cause multiple effects. As presented before, we focus on the 747
global effect on the process, considering its outcome. The process outcome may be affected by 748
a combination of possible multiple effects but also by DQCs introduced in the process with the 749
specific purpose of reducing the impact of DQ problems. The DQVM provides evaluations based 750
on the final outcome of the process, in which all of these effects are combined in the derivation of 751
the final result. 752

We systematically generated 150 types of faults for the 22 data items based on introducing the 753
types of faults illustrated above. The generated faults were evaluated by the experts in the financial 754
institution: the experts identified 74 types of faults as significant for the analysis, discarding the re- 755
maining generated faults as unlikely to occur in the process execution. The selected faults included 756
29 accuracy faults (including values set to nulls and changed string values), 13 completeness faults 757
(missing values), and 32 coherence values (all related to data inserted in questionnaires). 758

The 74 faults were introduced one fault at a time on each golden run to evaluate their effects, 759
for a total of almost 190,000 executions of the simulation. 760
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the analysis approaches (percentages).

The tool for fault injection and analysis was developed on the SAS Business Analytics Frame-761
work4, version 9.3, using the SAS programming language to create the data fault injection system762
for the process being considered.763

6.2 Analysis of the Results764
6.2.1 Analysis of Weights Assigned to the Quality Dimensions. The table shown in Figure 16765

shows how the importance associated to the DQ dimensions varies applying the different evalua-766
tion methods illustrated in Section 5.767

Initially, all considered DQ dimensions were given the same importance by the institution768
(shown as 33% in the table in the first row, indicating the initial assessment).769

We show in the table the results applying the three proposed evaluation methods for the effects770
of the faults: highest impact, complete, and cleansed results analysis.771

All evaluation methods show that the DQ dimension that originates the highest impact is coher-772
ence. In particular, considering the highest impact, coherence becomes by far the most important773
dimension, as the impact of lack of coherence causes the largest variations.774

The table also shows that the importance of accuracy was largely overestimated. In fact, the775
results show that accuracy issues in data are likely to be captured by DQCs; therefore, the impact776
of accuracy should be considered lower in the final assessment of the quality of the result.777

The table also shows that if outliers are not taken into consideration, coherence and complete-778
ness come to have a similar importance level.779

In the table, we also show how the analyses yield a revised importance given to the DQ dimen-780
sions by the experts. Starting from the results of the evaluation and with the support of the DQ781
experts of the financial institution, who could also provide some considerations on the relevance782
of timeliness with their experience, new weights were proposed for DQ dimensions.783

The revision of the weights (shown in the last row of the table) is also the basis for further784
refining the design of the existing system, increasing the attention on coherence and completeness.785

6.2.2 Analysis of Data Quality Controls. Concerning the validation of controls, the validations786
performed with the proposed method showed that the current implemented controls are appro-787
priately defined in order to monitor all possible critical situations that may occur in the PD com-788
putation process.789

In the PD scoring process, a set of controls was introduced into the process for each DQ dimen-790
sion in order to capture data DQ issues on the data used in the evaluation. These controls were791
established by DQ experts in the organization. The data fault injection methodology application792
makes it possible to have an objective evaluation of the adequacy of DQCs. According to the pro-793
cess described in Section 5.2, the vector v’ for each implemented fault was considered in order794
to assess the capability of the DQC in assessing poor DQ and its ability to improve the quality795
of the data evaluated in terms of impact on the process output. From a comparison of all these796

4http://www.sas.com.
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vectors with the ones associated with the golden runs, we can see that, for each fault, there is only 797
one associated vector element that varies and that the obtained score is no more distant that one 798
level from the scoring level of the golden run, on average. This is a good indication that the DQCs 799
are independent from each other and that they are characterized by sufficient granularity, which 800
guarantees good quality improvement. 801

6.2.3 Process Behavior Analysis. In the case study, only one injected fault in the test set resulted 802
in ratings that were out of the established bounds for the process outcome, on average. 803

This case was analyzed in detail: in this case, a new DQC is not a possible solution, as the han- 804
dling of that type of faulty data requires complex evaluations and a branch of the process handling 805
incompleteness was identified for improvement. In fact, changing situations may require adjust- 806
ments to the way that financial situations are evaluated; therefore, previous validation tasks may 807
change. As such, the approach is useful in identifying and validating changes in scoring processes 808
over time and their consistency with respect to available data. 809

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 810
The methodology proposed in this article aims to provide support for the validation of DQ as- 811
sessment techniques used in a process. Such validation is carried out starting from the analysis 812
of the output results of a process, the input data of which are appropriately altered in order to 813
simulate critical situations that can really occur within processes. This analysis provides: (i) an 814
objective ranking of the DQ dimensions to consider for the quality-aware redesign of the consid- 815
ered business process; (ii) the detection of abnormal situations in the process execution; and (iii) an 816
evaluation of the effectiveness of the quality controls used in the organizations. In order to better 817
describe the approach and to show its effectiveness, we presented how we used the methodology 818
for validating DQCs implemented in processes related to the risk management area of a finan- 819
cial institution. The given approach has been tested in the financial case; however, the method is 820
generally applicable for all processes that result in an evaluation at the end of the process and forQ4 821
which the quality of the result depends on this evaluation. 822

Based on what is shown from a theoretical perspective and on the results achieved in the ana- 823
lyzed case study, possible ideas for future work include the extension of the methodology to include 824
other quality dimensions, in particular, focusing on timeliness and its evaluation. Further analysis 825
is also needed on the criteria for inserting faults in a systematic way, providing an appropriate tool 826
for a systematic analysis of the identified types of faults relevant for the process. 827
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